Effects of mitochondrial toxins on the brain amino acid concentrations.
In the pathogenesis of Parkinson's disease and Huntington's disease excitotoxicity may play an important role. The common toxin model for Parkinson's disease is MPTP, while for Huntington's disease it is 3-NP. These toxins inhibit the mitochondrial respiratory chain, resulting in an energy deficit. In the central nervous system, the amino acids act as neurotransmitters and neuromodulators. The energy deficit caused by these neurotoxins may alter the concentrations of amino acids. Thus, it can be claimed that the aminoacidergic neurotransmission can be changed by neurotoxins. To test this hypothesis we studied the amino acid concentrations in different brain regions following MPTP or 3-NP administration. The two toxins were found to produce similar changes. We detected marked decreases in most of the amino acid concentrations in the striatum and in the cortex, while the levels in the cerebellum increased significantly. The decreased amino acid levels can be explained by the reduced levels of ATP produced by these neurotoxins. In the cerebellum, where there is no detectable ATP loss, the elevated amino acid levels may reflect a compensation of the altered neurotransmission.